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Resistive RAM (RRAM) is a promising technology to replace traditional technologies such as Flash, because

of its low energy consumption, CMOS compatibility, and high density. Many companies are prototyping this

technology to validate its potential. Bringing this technology to the market requires high-quality tests to

ensure customer satisfaction. Hence, it is of great importance to deeply understand manufacturing defects and

accurately model them to develop optimal tests. This paper presents a holistic framework for defect and fault

modeling that enables the development of optimal tests for RRAMs. An overview and classification of RRAM

manufacturing defects are provided. Defects in contacts and interconnects are modeled as resistors. Unique

RRAM defects, e.g., forming defects, require Device-Aware defect modeling which incorporates the defect’s

impact on the device’s electric properties by adjusting the affected technology and electrical parameters.

Additionally, a systematic approach to define the fault space is presented, followed by a methodology to

validate this space. With this methodology, accurate fault modeling for contact, interconnect, and forming

defects is performed and tests are developed. The tests are able to detect all faults in a time-efficient manner,

thereby proving the effectiveness of the framework. Finally, an outlook on future RRAM testing is presented.

CCS Concepts: • Hardware→Memory test and repair; Defect-based test; Fault models and test met-

rics; Test-pattern generation and fault simulation;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Flash and dynamic random access memory (DRAM) are reaching their scaling limits due to
increased leakage currents, and structural complications [41, 57]. Among emerging memory tech-
nologies, Resistive RAM (RRAM) is a promising candidate to replace these two memory tech-
nologies. RRAMs are based on filamentary memristive devices and therefore are a non-volatile
memory [63, 68]. This technology has several advantages: it does not suffer from high leakage
power consumption, it can be densely fabricated in a standard CMOS process [63], it has a better
cycle endurance and lower access latency than Flash [63, 68], and it allows for in-memory com-
puting [25, 44]. Despite these benefits, this new technology also introduces new problems such as
variations in the resistance states [29, 63, 65]. Furthermore, it suffers from new failure mechanisms
that are not completely understood yet [9, 18]. Therefore, to enable large-volume production of
RRAMs, new tests dedicated to this type of emerging technology need to be developed.

Traditionally, physical defects are modeled as opens or shorts, implemented using linear resis-
tors [28, 34]. These models work well to describe defects in the interconnections of a circuit. The
application of these models for a RRAM circuit has led to the identification of some unique faults,
e.g., the Undefined Write Fault in which the resistance is set between the high and low states [28],
the Undefined Read Fault in which reading a cell in such state results in random read outputs [34],
and the Deep Fault in which the resistance is set beyond the high or low limits [34]. Several re-
searchers have published tests and design-for-test (DfT) schemes to detect these unique faults,
as well as other traditional memory faults [10, 13, 28, 34, 45, 48, 52, 59]. However, these linear resis-
tive defect models do not describe the behavior of defects in the non-linear RRAM device properly,
because they do not represent the actual physical behavior of the defect [19]. Hence, tests based
only on these models will lead to escapes and thus low-quality test solutions.

This paper presents a holistic framework for RRAM test development. The first step in this
framework is to analyze and model the physical behavior of RRAM forming defects using the
Device-Aware Test (DAT) approach [5, 17, 19, 26], while modeling interconnect and contact
defects as linear resistors. This results in defect models that accurately represent the electrical
physical behavior. Second, these models are used to perform fault analysis that results in a set of
realistic faults that may occur in the circuit. Third, a test is developed to detect these faults. This
paper thus presents a unified framework for RRAM test development that consists of the following
contributions:

• An overview of RRAM defects and classification.
• A systematic approach to define the complete fault space.
• A systematic approach to validate the fault space.
• The application of these approaches to perform defect analysis in RRAM that results in fault

models and complete tests for interconnection and contact defects based on traditional defect
modeling approaches.
• The application of these approaches to perform defect analysis in RRAM that results in fault

models and complete tests for forming defects based on the Device-Aware Test approach.
• A comparison between these two defect modeling approaches.
• An outlook on the future of RRAM testing.

The tests that are developed using this framework are able to detect all faults in a time-efficient
manner, thereby showing the effectiveness of the proposed framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic operating
principles of RRAM. Section 3 introduces the proposed RRAM test development framework that
consists of three steps: defect modeling, fault modeling, and test development. Section 4 presents
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Fig. 1. RRAM device.

an overview of the RRAM manufacturing process and the associated defects. Section 5 describes
the modeling of interconnection and contact defects using traditional linear resistor defect models,
as well as forming defects using the DAT approach. Section 6 systematically defines the RRAM
fault space. Section 7 presents the methodology to validate the fault space. Section 8 applies this
methodology and presents the resulting set of realistic faults that need to be detected by a test.
Section 9 presents tests to detect these faults. Section 10 discusses the results in the paper and
provides an outlook for future research directions. Finally, Section 11 concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides background information on two topics. First, it explains both the physical
and electrical operation principles of the RRAM memristive device. Second, it explains how this
memristive device is used in memory circuits.

2.1 RRAM Devices

An RRAM device consists of an oxide stacked between two electrodes, the top electrode (TE) and
bottom electrode (BE) [63, 68], shown in Figure 1(a). In this oxide layer (green), a conductive

filament (CF) can exist whose shape determines the resistive properties of the device. By applying
voltages to the electrodes, the shape of the CF changes and hence the resistance changes. The CF’s
shape remains unaffected when the voltage over the device is removed; the memristive device thus
retains its resistance and functions as non-volatile memory.

When a positive voltage is applied to the TE with respect to the BE, the bond between some of
the metal and oxygen ions in the oxide layer breaks [7, 63]. Under influence of the electric field,
the oxygen ions are attracted to the TE thus leaving an oxygen vacancy behind. A chain of these
vacancies becomes a CF that is able to carry a current. If a negative voltage is applied to the TE,
the oxygen ions move back into the oxide and fill the vacancies. Figure 1(a) illustrates the CF. The
blue dots represent the vacancies that conduct a current, while the green background represents
the regular oxide. Wider and longer CFs will have a lower resistance, while shorter and thinner
ones will have a higher resistance. Figure 1(b) shows an abstracted view of the CF with technology
parameters that describe its shape. The parameter explanation can be found in Table 1. Because
CFs tend to be formed along defects in the oxide [39], good control of the defect density in the
oxide is required. The circuit symbol of the memristive device is shown in Figure 1(c).

The electrical behavior of the RRAM device can be described by a few parameters and a typical
I-V hysteresis curve [63], which is shown in Figure 1(d). In the figure, two resistive states can be
distinguished: a high-resistive state (HRS) or reset state with resistance RHRS and a low-resistive

state (LRS) or set state with resistance RLRS. In this work, we denote RHRS as a logical ‘0’ and RLRS

as a logical ‘1’. The figure shows that the switching between these two states happens at a certain
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Table 1. RRAM Key Parameters

Technological Parameters Electrical Parameters

tox Oxide thickness Vreset Reset threshold
lCF CF length Vset Set threshold
lgap Gap length RHRS Reset resistance
ϕT CF top width RLRS Set resistance
ϕB CF bottom width tH→L HRS to LRS delay

tL→H LRS to HRS delay

threshold voltage; atVset=0.5 V the RRAM device switches from HRS to LRS, while atVreset=−0.5 V
it switches from LRS to HRS. This switching takes some time, denoted by tH→L for the HRS to LRS
transition and tL→H for the LRS to HRS transition, respectively.

2.2 RRAM Cells

Resistive memories use RRAM devices as a data storage element in the memory cell. There exist
several cell designs. The two commonly used ones are one memristive device (1R) and one

transistor and one memristive device (1T1R), shown in Figures 1(e) and 1(f), respectively. 1R
cells can be stacked on top of each other in a crossbar or cross-point structure, thus creating a
memory with a high bit density [64]. The parallel nature of this architecture introduces sneak
paths [32], where neighboring cells are partially selected as well. Sneak paths can be mitigated by
adding a selecting device in series with the memristive device [64]. Typically, a transistor is used
as a selector, resulting in a 1T1R cell structure. Although this cell design does not suffer from sneak
path issues, it cannot be fabricated as densely as 1R cells due to the transistor connection.

In Figure 1(f), BL and SL denote, respectively, bit line and select line, WL denotes word line. The
cell can be set to a logic state by applying appropriate voltages to the BL and SL. The WL in the
1T1R configuration additionally controls the access. The cell can be brought into the set state by
applying a voltage higher than Vset to the BL with the SL grounded, while it can be brought to
the reset state by applying a reversed voltage higher than Vreset across the BL and SL. A complete
description of an RRAM based on 1T1R cells will be discussed in Section 7.2.

3 OVERVIEW OF RRAM TEST DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

It was shown in [18, 19] that the behavior of a defective RRAM device cannot be properly mod-
eled with traditional linear resistor defect models, because they cannot describe the non-linear
behavior of a defective RRAM device. Hence, tests developed based on these models are unable
to detect all the realistic device failures, leading to test escapes, or they test for unrealistic faults,
increasing the yield loss. Our proposed complete RRAM test development framework relies on
accurate defect and fault modeling in order to develop better test solutions for RRAMs. As shown
in Figure 2, appropriate defect and fault modeling leads to the detection of more realistic faults,
while decreasing the detection of unrealistic faults, thus increasing test quality. In this section, we
describe the proposed framework. It is illustrated in Figure 3 and consists of three steps that are
explained next:

(1) Defect modeling: This is the most important step of the framework, as the quality of the
resulting defect models determines the final test quality. In this step, all possible defects that
may occur in a circuit are identified and analyzed. Then, the physics of these defects are mod-
eled and incorporated in an electrical defect model that can be used in circuit simulations.
Because the physics of the defect are modeled, these electrical defect models will properly
describe the defective behavior and thus can be used to develop accurate tests.
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Fig. 2. Aim of the framework.

Fig. 3. RRAM test development framework.

Traditionally, defects in RRAMs are modeled as linear resistors where the resistance de-
termines the defect strength [28, 34]. However, it has been shown that this defect model is
unable to represent the defective behavior of a non-linear RRAM device properly [18], lead-
ing to low-quality test solutions. The DAT defect modeling approach [19] incorporates the
effects of the defect on the physical parameters of a device and thus is able to describe the de-
fective behavior properly. We will apply this approach to model defects in the RRAM device.

(2) Fault modeling: In this step, the defect is described as a fault on the functional level of
the memory [6]. First, the fault space is classified and defined to describe all theoretically
possible faults. Then, the defect models from the first step are incorporated in the netlist and
the circuit is simulated. The resulting behavior is analyzed and, if found erroneous, labeled
as a fault. This is repeated for all defects and results in the validated fault space. This is a list
of faults that can realistically occur in the circuit and for which a test needs to be developed.

(3) Test generation: In this step, test solutions are developed that can detect all faults from
the previously validated fault space. The resulting test solutions can be, for example, march
algorithms, special DfT schemes, or stress tests.

In the remainder of this paper, we will follow the three steps of the proposed framework. Defect

modeling is covered by Section 4 where we identify and analyze all RRAM defects, and Section 5
where we model interconnect, contact, and RRAM forming defects. Fault modeling is covered by
Section 6 where we define the fault space, Section 7 where we present the fault space validation
methodology, and Section 8 where we present the results from the fault space validation. Then,
test generation is addressed by Section 9, where we develop tests to detect the validated faults.

4 RRAM MANUFACTURING PROCESS AND DEFECTS

The RRAM manufacturing process is not ideal and therefore may result in defects. These defects
will cause parametric variations or even non-functioning devices. As mentioned before, the de-
tection of defective devices requires appropriate test schemes. In turn, these schemes rely on an
accurate understanding of the defect behavior and its extent, i.e., the defect space. We define the
defect space by analyzing the RRAM production process from start to finish. For a complete un-
derstanding, we study all defects that can occur in an RRAM, not only those in the memristive
device.

A generalized RRAM production flow can be split into two steps: front-end-of-line (FEOL)

and back-end-of-line (BEOL) [20, 21, 36]. The manufacturing flow is schematically depicted in
Figure 4(a) [20, 21, 36]. The process starts with the FEOL phase in which transistors are fabricated
on the wafer. This step is the same as the conventional CMOS production flow. In the following
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Fig. 4. RRAM production process and cross section.

Table 2. RRAM Defect Classification

FEOL BEOL

Transistor Interconnection RRAM Device

Patterning proximity Opens Electrode roughness
Line roughness Shorts Polish variations
Polish variations Line roughness Varying defect density
Anneal Irregular shapes Dimensional variations
Strain Big bubbles Material redeposition
Gate granularity Small particles Over-forming
Dielectric variations Under-forming

BEOL phase, the metal layers are fabricated. Somewhere between these layers the memristive
devices are placed, e.g., between M4 and M5 [21]. Figure 4(b) shows the cross-section of a resulting
RRAM cell [21].

The defects that can occur during the RRAM production can be classified into FEOL and BEOL
defects, based on the production phase where they occur. The FEOL defects refer to those that occur
in transistor devices. The BEOL defects can be further classified into two categories: Interconnec-
tion and RRAM device defects. Table 2 lists the RRAM defects according to this classification. In
the following sections, these defects will be discussed in detail.

4.1 FEOL Defects

During the FEOL phase, transistors are fabricated on the wafer. Since transistor defects are well
studied, only a brief overview of them is presented here. Kuhn et al. divided transistor defects into
two categories: historical and emerging defects [38]. Historical defects include those from pattern-

ing proximity effects, line-edge and line-width roughness, polish variations for shallow trench isola-
tion, and variations in the gate dielectric [37, 38]. Emerging defects are random dopant fluctuations,
anneals, strains, and gate material granularity [38].

4.2 BEOL Defects

The next production phase is the BEOL where the metal layers as well as the RRAM devices are
fabricated. Metallization of the lower layers again is equal to that of a standard production process,
and thus the same defects may occur here. For example, misalignment or small particles may lead
to poor connections that increase the resistance of a wire. Lithographic issues such as line-edge

roughness may attribute to the formation of irregular shapes and affect the wire resistance and
capacitance [60], which in turn reduces the RRAM performance [2, 43].

After the lower metal layers are deposited, the RRAM device (see Figure 1(a)) can be constructed.
This step starts with the deposition and patterning of the BE that connects to the underlying
metal layer. The deposition process leaves a rough surface on the BE. Due to this roughness, there
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will be many surface defects between the BE and the RRAM oxide that increase the variability
as well as the probability of a hard oxide breakdown [40, 53]. Therefore, the BE is planarized by
a chemical-mechanical polishing step to reduce the electrode roughness [11, 40]. The polishing
step also needs to be well-controlled, in order to prevent the generation of polish variations.

After the completion of the BE, the oxide can be deposited on top of it. To minimize device
variations, the thickness of the oxide layer as well as the amount of defects in the oxide and at the

oxide interface need to be controlled. For these reasons, the oxide is typically deposited by an
atomic layer deposition process rather than physical vapor deposition process, since the former
process provides a tighter control [31, 36]. The deposited oxide can have a (poly-) crystalline or
an amorphous structure. The edges of a crystalline structure are called grain boundaries (GBs)

and contain a higher number of defects than the inside of the crystals. Therefore, CFs will tend
to form along these edges [30, 39]. Because the dimensions of a crystal can vary, the number
of poly-crystals in an oxide will vary, and hence, the crystalline oxides will have a wider resis-
tance distribution than amorphous oxides [22]. However, the amorphous oxides have a smaller
HRS/LRS ratio than crystalline structures which makes it more difficult to distinguish the two
states [22].

Next, a capping layer can be placed over the oxide. The capping layer acts as a reservoir for the
oxygen ions, thus allowing for improved switching performance of the RRAM device [11, 15, 51, 63].
The material in this layer can be specifically selected for its capping capabilities, or it can be the
TE material. The TE is deposited in the same fashion as the BE, although the polishing step is
not always included. The stack of materials is then etched to separate the individual memris-
tive devices. Lithographic issues may again lead to variations of the device dimensions, affecting
the performance of the finalized device [56]. Etching may lead to redeposition of material along
the sidewalls of the RRAM device, thus forming a parasitic leakage path that lowers the resistance
and increases the variability [3, 55]. Finally, the memristive device is isolated from its surrounding
structures and the production flow continues with the next metal layer, similar to the standard
CMOS BEOL.

In the final production step of an RRAM, a CF is formed in the oxide. The forming conditions
have a strong impact on the CF shape. Typically, the forming process requires a voltage Vform

that is higher than Vset or Vreset [54]. Higher Vform will lead to a quicker formation of the CF, but
it may also lead to a complete breakdown of the oxide [58]. To prevent this, a forming scheme
can be applied that measures the forming of the CF and adapts Vform accordingly [23, 46]. Apart
from Vform, the forming current (Iform) flowing through RRAM devices also needs to be taken into
account. In general, higher forming currents will result in wider CF structures and hence in a
lower overall resistance and less variation, while lower currents will lead to thinner CFs [8, 12,
15, 21, 54]. Furthermore, Iform needs to be kept as constant as possible, as Iform fluctuation will
lead to variations in the device resistance later on [33]. In addition to the forming conditions, the
device geometry also plays an important role. Smaller devices will have a higher resistance because
the probability of forming a CF is lower, while larger devices have a higher forming probability
[8, 20, 58].

Two defects may get introduced by the forming step in the RRAM. It is possible that the CF
will barely or not at all form, and thus the memristive device will always remain in HRS. This is
referred to as an under-forming defect. In contrast, the formation of the CF may also be too strong,
for example due to a variable forming current. This will push the resistance of the device below its
design specifications and render the device overformed, i.e., an over-forming defect [10, 62]. Even
stronger formation may lead to a breakdown of the oxide, causing the device to be always stuck
at LRS, unable to switch back to HRS [58].
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Fig. 5. Open, bridge, and short defect locations.

Fig. 6. Device-aware defect modeling.

5 DEFECT MODELING

Defects need to be accurately modeled so that their behavior in a circuit can be studied and optimal
test solutions can be developed. In this section, we present defect models for interconnection,
contact defect, and forming defects. The former two defect types are modeled using linear resistor
defect models, while the latter are modeled using the DAT approach [19].

5.1 Interconnection & Contact Defect Modeling

Defects in the interconnections and contacts are typically modeled as linear resistors [28, 34]. For
example, a poorly placed contact can be modeled as an increased series resistance. The linear
resistor defect models are classified into three categories: open (Op), short (Sh), and bridge (Br).
An open is a broken connection, a short is a short-circuit to either Vdd or GND, and a bridge is a
short-circuit between two nodes that are notVdd or GND. The resistance of the defect represents the
strength of the defect, e.g., a 142 Ω short represents a stronger defect than a short of 10 kΩ [28, 34].
Figure 5 shows the locations and names of all 17 opens, bridges, and shorts considered in this
study.

5.2 Device-Aware Defect Modeling Approach

It is of prime importance that a defect model accurately describes the physical behavior of a defect.
If the model is unable to do so, then it will lead to the sensitization of unrealistic faults, and subse-
quently result in ineffective tests, as illustrated in Figure 2. Linear resistors surrounding an RRAM
device are unable to describe the non-linear behavior inside a defective RRAM device properly.
Therefore, we apply the device-aware defect modeling approach that is shown in Figure 6 to in-
corporate the physical behavior of defects in a defect model [19, 66]. It closes the gap between real
defects and accurate defect models for test development. The inputs to this approach are a physical
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Table 3. Fitting Parameters for the DAT Forming Defect Model

Parameter p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7

Value 1895 3.26 × 106 −2.45 × 107 2652 3.68 × 105 1.5 × 10−12 2.00 × 10−8

Parameter q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7

Value 1895 3.26 × 106 −2.45 × 107 2652 3.68 × 105 −1 × 10−11 1.50 × 10−10

Parameter r1 r2 r3 r4

Value 824.7073 2.22 × 1010 1.39 × 1010 1.049 237

device model and measurement data of defective devices. The output is an optimized defect model
that takes into account the physics of the defective device. Note that a device can be any device
e.g., a transistor, a RRAM device, etc. We demonstrate the approach by modeling the RRAM under
and over-forming defects caused by variations in the forming current Iform. The approach consists
of three steps [19]:

(1) Physical defect modeling: The resistance of an RRAM device is mainly affected by the length
of the tunneling gap lgap and the width of the top of the filamentϕT as illustrated in Figure 1(a)
[7, 50]. Therefore, the effective values (lgap,eff and ϕT,eff) for these parameters have to be
determined under influence of Iform. This is described as:

lgap,eff =
p1 · Rμ (Iform)2 + p2 · Rμ (Iform) + p3

Rμ (Iform)2 + p4 · Rμ (Iform) + p5

· p6 + p7, (1)

ϕT,eff =
q1 · Rμ (Iform)2 + q2 · Rμ (Iform) + q3

Rμ (Iform)2 + q4 · Rμ (Iform) + q5

· q6 + q7. (2)

In the above two equations, Rμ (Iform) is described by the median resistance in [21] as:

Rμ (Iform) = r1 +
r2

1 + (r3 · Iform)r4
. (3)

Note that in the above equations, p1,2,3,4,5,6,7, q1,2,3,4,5,6,7, and r1,2,3,4 are fitting parameters.
(2) Electrical defect modeling: The RRAM device model in [42] takes lgap and ϕT as input param-

eters. Hence, we can include the effective technology parameters directly in the model and
observe their effects on the electrical parameters (see Table 1) by simulating it.

(3) Fitting and model optimization: In this step, the electrical model is fitted to match the behavior
of the real defective devices. We fitted the model to the measurements in [21] by changing the
values of parametersp1,2,3,4,5,6,7,q1,2,3,4,5,6,7, and r1,2,3,4 using MathWorks’s MATLAB R2019b
[49], which resulted in the values listed in Table 3. First, we have fitted Equation (3), then
we analyzed how the resistance of the model in [42] is affected by changing the parameters
lgap and ϕT. Subsequently, we fitted Equations (1) and (2) to match to Equation (3). Figure 7
shows the values of lgap,eff and ϕT,eff , as well as the resistance after forming from [21] and
the model prediction. It can be seen that higher forming currents lead to a small decrease
in the tunneling gap length (lgap,eff) and a major increase in filament width (ϕT,eff ), which
is also observed by [7]. Furthermore, it can be seen that the model matches the resistive
measurements from [21].

The obtained defect model describes both under and over-forming defects, because its input Iform

is continuous. In the following, we refer to an under-forming defect if the forming current is less
than the nominal forming current, while we refer to an over-forming defect if the forming current
is more than the nominal current.
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Fig. 7. DAT forming defect model performance compared to measurements in [21].

6 FAULT SPACE CLASSIFICATION AND DEFINITION

Defects that lead to the erroneous behavior in an RRAM can be modelled as a fault [6]. In this
section, we first classify faults based on the number of operations and cells involved. Then, we
define the complete fault space for single-cell and multi-cell coupling faults. Finally, we unify the
notation of other RRAM faults from literature using these definitions.

6.1 Fault Classification

A fault describes the behavior of a defect on the functional level of the memory [6]. That is, it
describes the defect’s behavior in terms of memory operations that sensitize the fault and the logic
values that are stored in the cell after sensitization of the fault. Note that multiple operations may
be needed to sensitize the fault, or that multiple cells can be affected by the fault. Hence, we can
classify the faults based on the number of operationsn that are needed to sensitize the fault, and on
the number of cells #C that are involved in the fault [61]. For the number of operations involved, if
n ≤ 1, then the fault is static, if n > 1, then the fault is dynamic. For the number of cells involved, if
#C = 1, then the fault is a single-cell fault, if #C ≥ 1, then the fault is a multi-cell #C-coupling fault.
Note that a fault is always classified in both categories, e.g., there can exist static coupling faults,
as well as dynamic single-cell faults. In the following sections we present the static and dynamic
fault space for single-cell and multi-cell coupling faults.

6.2 Single-Cell Faults

As mentioned in the previous section, a fault is described by its sensitizing sequence and the effect
on the data storing cell. A fault is typically described as a fault primitive (FP) described by the
following notation: 〈S/F/R〉 [18, 24] which extends [61]. In this notation:

• S describes the sensitizing operation of the fault. It is denoted as x0O1x1 · · ·Onxn , where
x ∈ {0, 1} denotes the value that is stored in the cell, O ∈ {r,w} denotes the operation that
is performed (i.e., read (r) or write (w)), and n denotes the amount of operations. Examples
are: S = 0r0 where a read operation is performed on a cell containing a ‘0’ and the expected
output is also ‘0’, and S = 1w0r0 where a value of ‘0’ is written to a cell that initially contains
a ‘1’ and is subsequently read out.
• F describes the state that is stored in the cell after the sensitizing operation. For digital memo-

ries (e.g., SRAM), it holds that F ∈ {0, 1}. Because the RRAM device is an analog device, more
states can be defined than just ‘1’ and ‘0’. This concept is shown schematically in Figure 8.
In this figure, 1 and 0 denote the resistance ranges for a logical ‘1’ and ‘0’, U denotes the
undefined state, and L and H denote, respectively, an extremely low and an extremely high
conductance state. In the ‘L’ state, the resistance of the RRAM device is higher than the HRS
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Fig. 8. RRAM resistance range.

range, and, in ‘H’ the resistance of the cell is lower than the LRS range. Logically, the ‘L’ and
‘H’ state behave as a ‘0’ or ‘1’, respectively. The thresholds between these ranges depend on
the circuit that is investigated. For RRAMs, F needs to be extended: F ∈ {0, 1, L,H,U}.
• R describes the output after a read operation is performed, and R ∈ {0, 1, ?,−}. Here, ‘−’

denotes no output when no read operation is involved, and ‘?’ denotes a random output
value, i.e., sometimes ‘0’, sometimes ‘1’. It should be noted that ‘U’ is not equal to ‘?’ in R; ‘?’
defines the outcome of a read operation, while ‘U’ defines the resistance state of the cell.

Some faults have a similar behavior, e.g., 〈1w0/1/−〉 and 〈0w1/0/−〉 both describe a failed tran-
sitioning operation. To be able to group these faults we propose to name the faults according to
their behavior. If n = 0, then the fault is a state fault. These are denoted as FP = S {ini} F {fin

}
,

where ini denotes the initial state of the cell, and fin describes the cell contents after the sensi-
tizing operation is completed; it is equal to the F value in the 〈S/F/R〉 notation. To illustrate, the
〈0/U/−〉 fault is named S0FU. For n = 1, the FP are named according to the following scheme:
FP = {out} {opn

} {
opd
} {

eff
}

F
{
fin
}
. The fields in this scheme have the following meaning:

• out describes the behavior of a read operation (it is omitted in case of a write operation),
i.e., out ∈ {i, r, d}. Here, i denotes an incorrect read output, r a random read output, and d a
deceptive read output. A deceptive read outputs the correct value but flips the cell’s contents,
e.g., 〈0r0/1/0〉 is a deceptive read fault.
• opn denotes the operation that is performed and triggers the fault in the cell, i.e., opn ∈
{R,W}. Here, R denotes a read operation and W a write operation.
• opd denotes the operand of the operation, i.e., opd ∈ {0, 1}.
• eff describes the fault effect, i.e., eff ∈ {T,D,N}. Here, T means a transition operation (i.e.,

S = 1w0 or S = 0w1), D means that the operation is destructive (it changes the cell contents),
and N is non-destructive (it does not affect the cell’s contents).
• fin describes the cell contents after the sensitizing operation is completed; it is equal to the

F value in the 〈S/F/R〉 notation.

As an illustration, consider the following faults and their names. The 〈0w1/0/−〉 fault is named
W1TF0, the 〈0r0/U/?〉 is named rR0DFU, and the 〈1r1/1/0〉 fault is named iR1NF1. Dynamic faults
(n ≥ 2) follow the same naming scheme but get an additional prefix {nd−}. The name of the fault
is based on the last operation in S, e.g., the 〈0r0w1/L/−〉 fault is named 2d-W1TFL.

With this information, we can define the complete fault space for single-cell faults. Table 4 lists
all static single-cell faults that can occur in an RRAM. It shows that there exist more single-cell
static faults in RRAM than in traditional digital memories [61]. This is due to the three additional
states (‘U’, ‘L’, ‘H’) that an RRAM device may be in. Dynamic faults require more than one
sensitizing operation, i.e., n ≥ 2. The total number of sensitizing sequences (#S) for a certain n is
described by:

#S =

n∑

i=0

2 · 3i . (4)

The correctness of this equation can be demonstrated by observing that for i = 0, there are only
two possible S: S = 0, S = 1. Further, for every i > 0, a sensitizing sequence can only be extended
by subsequently performing a w0, w1, or a rx with x the same logical value as in the previous
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Table 4. Single-Cell Static Fault Primitives

# S F R Name # S F R Name # S F R Name # S F R Name

1 0 L − S0FL 14 0w1 0 − W1TF0 27 0r0 1 0 dR0DF1 40 1r1 0 0 iR1DF0

2 0 U − S0FU 15 0w1 U − W1TFU 28 0r0 H 0 dR0DFH 41 1r1 U 0 iR1DFU

3 0 1 − S0F1 16 0w1 H − W1TFH 29 0r0 L 1 iR0DFL 42 1r1 1 0 iR1NF1

4 0 H − S0FH 17 1w0 L − W0TFL 30 0r0 0 1 iR0NF0 43 1r1 H 0 iR1DFH

5 1 L − S1FL 18 1w0 U − W0TFU 31 0r0 U 1 iR0DFU 44 1r1 L 1 dR1DFL

6 1 0 − S1F0 19 1w0 1 − W0TF1 32 0r0 1 1 iR0DF1 45 1r1 0 1 dR1DF0

7 1 U − S1FU 20 1w0 H − W0TFH 33 0r0 H 1 iR0DFH 46 1r1 U 1 dR1DFU

8 1 H − S1FH 21 1w1 L − W1DFL 34 0r0 L ? rR0DFL 47 1r1 H 1 dR1DFH

9 0w0 L − W0DFL 22 1w1 0 − W1DF0 35 0r0 0 ? rR0NF0 48 1r1 L ? rR1DFL

10 0w0 U − W0DFU 23 1w1 U − W1DFU 36 0r0 U ? rR0DFU 49 1r1 0 ? rR1DF0

11 0w0 1 − W0DF1 24 1w1 H − W1DFH 37 0r0 1 ? rR0DF1 50 1r1 U ? rR1DFU

12 0w0 H − W0DFH 25 0r0 L 0 dR0DFL 38 0r0 H ? rR0DFH 51 1r1 1 ? rR1NF1

13 0w1 L − W1TFL 26 0r0 U 0 dR0DFU 39 1r1 L 0 iR1DFL 52 1r1 H ? rR1DFH

operation. Because the total number of FPs grows exponentially with n, we omit listing them as
was done for the static ones in Table 4, but the methodology to generate this table is similar.

6.3 Multi-Cell Coupling Faults

Multi-cell faults can also be described with an FP. The FP then needs to describe the fault effect on
the victim cell that is caused by #C−1 aggressor cells. In order to do so, the 〈S/F/R〉 notation scheme
has to be extended to

〈
Sa,1; . . . ; Sa,z; . . . ; Sa,#C−1; Sv/F/R

〉
[61]. Here, Sa, z, with z < #C denotes the

sensitizing sequence that is applied to an aggressor cell, Sv denotes the sensitizing sequence that is
applied to the victim cell, F and R refer to the victim cell as well. With this extended notation, the
complete fault space for static and dynamic multi-cell faults can be defined as well by following
the same approach as was done for the single-cell faults. In the remainder of this work, we focus
on single-cell faults, because the forming defects do not involve multiple cells.

6.4 Unifying Terminology

In literature, some unique as well as traditional faults have been identified in RRAMs. For clar-
ity, we analyze these faults and define them according to our naming scheme to unify the fault
terminology.

• SAF [28, 35]: Stuck-at Faults are defined as a cell always being in a certain state, indepen-
dent of the sensitizing sequence [61]. The fault can therefore be described by multiple FPs,
e.g., a SAF-1 can be represented by a combination of: S0F1, W0TF1, iR0DF1, etc.
• Deep 0/1 [35]: Deep Faults are defined as a cell being in the ‘L’ or ‘H’ state. Again, multiple

FPs can describe this fault: W0DFL, rR1DFH, etc.
• SWF [35]: Slow Write Faults are defined as a cell that fails to transition in the allotted time

and is brought into the ‘U’ state. Therefore, this fault can be described as W1TFU or W0TFU.
• URF [13, 35]: Undefined Read Faults are defined as performing a read operation on a cell

that is in a ‘U’ state, thus resulting in a random read outcome. Because S cannot contain a
‘U’ state, this FP cannot exist by itself. An appropriate FP for the URF is rR1DFU.
• R1D [10]: Read-1 Disturb Faults are defined as reading operations causing a cell’s state to

change. Therefore, this fault belongs to the read destructive faults, e.g., iR1DF0, dR1DF0, etc.

7 FAULT SPACE VALIDATION METHODOLOGY

This section presents the fault analysis methodology to validate the fault space to determine which
faults are sensitized in the circuit in the presence of a defect. Only for these faults a test needs to
be developed. Thereafter, the simulation setup to perform this fault space validation is elaborated.
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Fig. 9. Detectability of different faults.

Fig. 10. Fault space validation methodology [19].

7.1 Validation Methodology

The fault space validation methodology aims to determine what faults can realistically occur in a
circuit, and to determine which faults can be efficiently detected by a test. The former aim reduces
the amount of test escapes, and decreases the yield loss due to wrongly modeled faults, as shown in
Figure 2. For the latter aim, the detectability of the faults has to be identified, as shown in Figure 9.
A fault can be a strong or a weak fault. A strong fault is always sensitized by a certain sequence
of operations and it can be described by an FP, e.g., W0DFU, rR1NF1, or dR0DF1. A strong fault
will thus always affect the cell’s state or the read output, or both. These faults may be detected
by, for example, a march test that only uses regular memory operations. In contrast, a weak fault
does not cause functional errors but parametric deviations instead and cannot be described by an
FP, as the cell’s contents or read output are unaffected. Examples are, a decrease of bit line swing
below the nominal values when reading a certain cell, but not causing a wrong or random read
output, or when the switching thresholds shift outside of their nominal ranges, but do switch.
Strong faults that are guaranteed to be sensitized and detected by regular memory operations are
called Easy-to-Detect (EtD) faults, e.g., W1TF0 and iR1NF1; both these faults will be detected by
performing a regular read operation that always outputs a wrong value. Note that not all strong
faults in Table 4 are EtD. For example, it cannot be guaranteed that the random read output caused
by rR1NF1 is detected by performing a normal read operation, as its output has a probability to be
either ‘1’ or ‘0’. Hence, a regular read operation will only in some cases detect these faults. These
strong faults together with all weak faults are called Hard-to-Detect (HtD) faults. To detect these
faults, additional effort is required, e.g., by using DfT schemes. Hence, a strong fault can be further
classified as EtD or strong HtD (sHtD), while weak faults are always weak HtD (wHtD) faults.
Note that these two fault types both are hard faults, as they will always occur given the same
circumstances; there is no random component involved in their sensitization.

The fault analysis methodology consists of seven steps and is shown in Figure 10 [19]: (1) cir-
cuit generation, (2) defect injection, (3) stimuli generation, (4) circuit simulation, (5) fault analysis,
(6) fault primitives identification, (7) defect strength sweeping, and repetition of steps 2 to 7 until
all defects and defect strengths are covered. The methodology starts with a list of defects along
with their strengths. These defects are injected one by one in the netlist to which stimuli for at
most one operation, i.e., n ≤ 1, are applied. Then, the behavior of the circuit is analysed. If the fault
can be described by an FP, then the fault is strong. For these faults the detectability is determined,
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i.e., whether it is an EtD or sHtD fault. If the parameters of the circuit are outside of its specifica-
tions but are not described by an FP, then the fault is weak, i.e., a wHtD fault. If the parameters of
the circuit are within the specification, then the there is no fault present for that value of n.

Defects with certain defect strength ranges that sensitize EtD faults do not require further anal-
ysis, as they can already be easily detected. They are listed as EtD faults. Analysing them further
allows to better optimize tests, as will be shown in Section 9. The remaining defect strength ranges
are added to the remaining faults list. They are simulated again, but now with a longer sensitizing
sequence with length n = n + 1. This process is repeated until all defects and sizes are in the EtD
list, or when the n passes a maximum nmax. These remaining HtD faults are dynamic faults that are
sensitized whenn = nmax, e.g., anmaxd-rR0DFU fault. The choice ofnmax is an economic choice that
depends on the allotted total simulation time and the desired fault coverage. Equation (4) showed
that the total time increases exponentially with n, hence a higher guaranteed fault coverage comes
at a higher development cost. Note that nmax is the upper limit and that the test development cost
can be reduced e.g., if it becomes clear that no additional faults are sensitized with increasingn, the
process can end earlier. Some defect strength ranges do not sensitize any fault when n = nmax and
the circuit could be labeled fault-free. However, these defects may form a reliability risk, e.g., elec-
tromigration poses a higher risk in thinner wires. Hence, a test developer needs to make a choice
between increasing nmax to increase the fault coverage, and to minimize development costs.

The resultant fault lists are used for test development. The EtD faults can be detected by applying
march tests, while the HtD faults require special test solutions, e.g., DfT schemes or stress tests.
Note that a single defect may sensitize multiple faults, e.g., an open in the WL may sensitize W1TF0,
iR1NF1, etc. All these faults together form a single fault class (FC). When developing a test to
detect this defect, it suffices to detect only one fault per FC, which eases the test development
further.

The total worst-case analysis time (tanalysis,w.c.) using this fault analysis methodology is deter-
mined by nmax (which affects #S, see Equation (4)), the total number of defects (#Dtot), and the
number of defect strengths per defect (#Dstrength). It is described by:

tanalysis,w.c. = �
�

nmax∑

i=0

2 · 3i �
�
· #Dtot · #Dstrength. (5)

This equation assumes that all sensitizing sequences need to be applied to all defects for all
strengths. Hence, it gives an upper limit on tanalysis,w.c. . In reality the total analysis time will be
lower, as many defect strengths will sensitize EtD faults that do not need to be studied further.

7.2 Simulation Setup

Next, we describe first the circuit that is used in our experiments, followed by the detailed appli-
cation of the proposed fault analysis methodology.

7.2.1 Circuit. Figure 11 shows the RRAM architecture that is used in this paper. It consists of
a memory cell array and peripheral circuits that drive it. The cell array is divided into nine data
words with each consisting of three 1T1R cells (see Figure 1(f)) that store one bit per cell. Three
words are placed in a row, sharing the word (WL) and select line (SL). Similarly, there are also
three words per column that share three bit lines (BLs). The peripheral circuits consist of a WL
decoder, SL and BL drivers, sense amplifiers (SAs), and a column address decoder. The WL driver
decodes the row address and enables the corresponding row when WLEN is enabled. The column
address decoder decodes the column address and generates the column select (CS) signal for the
corresponding column. The SL driver drives the SL to VDD when a reset operation takes place in
the selected cells, otherwise it keeps the SL at GND level. The BL driver drives the BL toVDD when
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Fig. 11. RRAM simulation circuit architecture.

a set operation is performed, to GND when a reset operation is performed, or it keeps its output
in a high impedance state when a read operation is performed. Performing multiple set operations
subsequently can lead to over-setting the device, i.e., the filament grows to wide and the resistance
becomes too low. This is prevented by always applying a reset operation first, possibly followed
by a set operation. The SAs are based on the precharge SA design in [69]. The sensing operation
starts when the corresponding column is selected via CS and the SEN signal is enabled. The circuits
are implemented using the 130 nm PTM transistor models [1] and RRAM (Pt / HfOx (4 nm)/TiOx
(2 nm)/HfOx (4 nm)/TiOx (2 nm) / TiN) compact model from [14, 42] with a nominal forming
current of 220 µA.

7.2.2 Application of the Fault Space Validation Methodology. In our simulations we apply the de-
fect models that were discussed in Section 5 in a single memory cell. That is, we take the defect-free
memory cell and add one defect with a certain strength at a time. For transistor and interconnect
defects we use linear resistor defect models as shown in Figure 5, while for the RRAM device the
forming defect model is used. The strength of these transistor and interconnect defects is varied
from 1 Ω to 100 MΩ. The forming defect’s strength is varied from 20 µA to 2 mA.

After the defect is injected, we simulate the defective circuit using Cadence’s Spectre simulator.
We first simulate static faults (n ≤ 1), then dynamic faults up to n = nmax = 3. After the simulation
is completed, we identify what faults occur and classify them as EtD or HtD. If no FP is sensitized,
then it can still be a weak fault. We define a fault as weak when there is more than 20 % variation in
the nodal voltages with respect to the defect-free case, e.g., the voltage on the cell internal node, or
on the bit lines. These limits are chosen to accommodate for the naturally occurring cycle-to-cycle
variation of the RRAM device [63], while still ensuring reasonable power consumption.

8 FAULT SPACE VALIDATION RESULTS

This section presents the results from the fault analysis. Only for the faults that are validated, a
test needs to be developed. We present first the faults that were sensitized by the interconnect and
contact defects. Subsequently, we present the faults that were sensitized by the forming defect.

8.1 Interconnect and Contact Defects

We first illustrate in detail the results for one defect, the bridge defect RBr BL-int (see Figure 5). After
this, we summarize the results for the remaining defects. The fault map in Figure 12(a) shows
the classes (i.e., EtD, sHtD, wHtD) of the faults that were sensitized for the RBr BL-int defect with
varying defect strength and sensitizing operation. The gray color indicates fault-free behavior,
green indicates an EtD fault, yellow an sHtD fault (i.e., it can be described by an FP), and cyan a
wHtD fault.
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Fig. 12. Fault map for RBr BL-int and over-forming defect. Fault-free EtD HtD strong HtD weak

The figure shows that faults are sensitized for lower defect strengths, which is expected for a
bridge defect. Furthermore, it can be seen that defects that sensitize EtD faults for lower defect
strengths, will sensitize strong HtD faults for increased defect strengths, e.g., see S = 1w0. To
illustrate, the defect range RBr BL−int ∈ [1, 10k] sensitizes EtD faults, while the range RBr BL−int ∈
(10k, 316k] sensitizes sHtD ones. The figure also shows that increasing the length of the sensitiz-
ing sequence increases the amount of EtD faults that is sensitized. For example, performing a r0
operation after the previous 1w0 operation (i.e., S = 1w0r0) sensitizes an EtD fault for the defect
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Table 5. Sensitized Fault Classes (FCs) Per Defect

Black FCs are EtD, red FCs are sHtD.

range RBr BL−int ∈ [1, 501k]. Hence, when developing a test, this sequence is to be chosen over
S = 1w0, because a wider defect range will sensitize EtD faults. Although extending the length of
the sensitizing sequence does increase the amount of sensitized EtD faults, there are still defect
strengths that only sensitize strong HtD faults. These faults cannot be guaranteed to be detected
by regular memory operations alone. Therefore, special measures have to be taken to detect these
faults and guarantee the highest fault coverage possible.
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Fig. 13. Sensitized faults.

Table 5 summarizes the results for the remaining defects. The table is generated by analyzing
the fault maps similar to those in Figure 12 and is used further during test development. The table
shows for every defect (column, see Figure 5) the fault classes (FCs) (superscripted digits) that
are sensitized and the corresponding FPs (in which S denotes the applied sensitizing sequence).
For clarity, only the FCs that belong to the largest number of defect strengths are listed. A black
digit indicates that the FP in this FC is EtD, while a red digit indicates an sHtD fault. Remember
that to detect all defects, at least one FP per FC needs to be detected. To illustrate the construction
of the table and the FCs, consider the short defect RBr BL-int in Figure 12(a). The fault map shows
that S ∈ {1w0r0, 0w1w0r0, 1w1w0r0, 1r1w0r0} all sensitize EtD faults for the defect strength up
to 50.1 kΩ. However, for the same range of defect strengths, there are also sHtD faults sensitized,
e.g., by S ∈ {1w0, 1w1w0, . . . }. Because the defect can be detected if any of these faults is detected,
these two sets form a single FC, labeled ‘1’ in Table 5. From Figure 12(a) it follows that S = 1w0
uniquely sensitizes sHtD faults from 50.1 kΩ up to 316.2 kΩ. Hence, this also forms a single FC,
labeled with a red ‘2’ in the table. From the table, we now can see that to detect RBr BL-int, only
two FCs need to be detected. Further, it tells that FC 1 is EtD and thus can be detected by regular
memory operations, while the guaranteed detection of sHtD FC 2 requires additional effort. Note
that no wHtD faults are sensitized by this defect without also sensitizing an EtD or sHtD fault.
Therefore, these faults are not listed in the table.

8.2 Forming Defect

Figure 12(b) graphically shows the fault types that were sensitized using the over-forming defect
model. The figure shows that the defect mainly sensitizes sHtD faults. These are all related to cells
being in an illegal state, e.g., W1DFH or 2d-W0TFU. This is to be expected, as the higher forming
current will lead to a lower device resistance, hence, the reset state shifts to the ‘U’ region, and the
set state shifts to the ‘H’ region [21]. The figure further shows that EtD faults are only sensitized
when n ≥ 3, thus again proving that extending the length of S can lead to sensitization of more
EtD faults. Table 5 also shows the FCs that were sensitized by the forming defect.

Figure 13(a) shows the relative number of faults per n relative to nmax = 3, i.e., the number of
EtD faults for nmax = 3 equals 100%. The entries are normalized by dividing them by the number
of Ss because the absolute number of faults increases exponentially with nmax (see Equation (4)).
The figure shows that with increasing nmax more EtD and sHtD faults are sensitized, while the
number of wHtD faults decreases when nmax>1. Clearly, increasing nmax leads to the sensitization
of faults that are easier to detect.

We can conclude that forming defects cannot be properly modeled with linear resistor defect
models by comparing the fault analysis results from defect RBr BL-int and the over-forming defect
in Table 5. Since over-forming defects manifest themselves as a lowered device resistance, one
could think that this might be modeled using the RBr BL-int defect model. However, from the table it
follows that this is not sufficient, as this defect model is unable to show the RRAM cells switch into
the ‘H’ state. This is to be expected, because the defect does not affect the properties of the RRAM
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device directly, but rather its surrounding interconnections and contacts. Figure 13(b) shows the
number of faults that are sensitized using these two different defect models for 0 ≤ n ≤ 3. It
becomes clear that only a limited number of faults overlaps. Without using device-aware defect
models and only the RBr BL-int defect model, only 16 realistic faults for this defect will be included
in the test, while 87 unrealistic faults are included as well, leading to a test overhead of 543%.
Furthermore, the test will not detect 36 realistic faults, leading to 225% test escapes. Note that a
similar argumentation can be made for the Op BL and under-forming defect models.

9 TEST GENERATION

In this section, we generate tests that detect the validated faults from the previous section. Since
these tests only need to detect the realistic faults, the amount of test escapes due to poor defect and
fault modeling is reduced by increasing the fault coverage, while the yield loss is decreased at the
same time, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this section, first, we present the test generation method
and tests for the interconnect and contact defects. Second, we present tests for the forming defects.

9.1 Interconnect and Contact Defects

Because EtD faults are guaranteed to be detected by regular memory operations, we first present a
test for these faults. After this, we present a test that also detects sHtD faults using a DfT scheme.

9.1.1 Test for EtD Faults. All EtD faults can be sensitized and detected by regular memory op-
erations. Therefore, all these faults can be detected by a march algorithm. In order to minimize test
time, the length of this algorithm should be minimized, while still covering all sensitized EtD faults.
For example, from Table 5 it follows that S ∈ {1w0r0, 0w1w0r0, 1w1w0r0, 1r1w0r0} will sensitize
and detect all EtD faults for the RBr BL-int defect. For the defect Sh SL-GND, it holds that all EtD
faults are sensitized when S ∈ {1r1w0, 1r1w0w0, 1r1w0r0, 1r1r1w0}. Because 1r1w0r0 sensitizes
faults for both defects, this S should be included in the test to maximize test efficiency. In order to
obtain an algorithm with minimal test length and maximal fault coverage, this procedure needs to
be applied to all defects. The goal is to sensitize all different FCs by using a minimal set of Ss . This
can be formulated as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem as follows. We illustrate
this problem in Table 6, considering only two defects and six sensitizing sequences. Now, consider
a binary matrix A of p columns and q rows. There is one column (index i) per S and one row (index
j) per defect strength that sensitizes a fault in the circuit, i.e., a row for defect 1 with strength 1 Ω,
a row for defect 1 with strength 10 Ω, etc. Even if only one defect strength for only one S sensitizes
a fault, it is added to the matrix. It is set to 1 if Si sensitizes a fault for the given defect strength,
otherwise it is set to 0. In order to detect all defects strengths, a test needs to sensitize all them by
applying at least one S. The last column in the table lists the total number of S that can sensitize
a defect strength j. Note that this number is always greater than or equal to 1, because the matrix
only contains entries that sensitize a fault.

The ILP problem can now be described as minimizing the number of selected Ss in Sselected, while
still ensuring that every defect is covered by at least one Sselected in the selection. Mathematically
this can be described as:

min
Sselected

p∑

i=1

ci · Sselected,i subject to:

p∑

i=1

ai, j · Sselected,i ≥ 1 for all rows j . (6)

Here, Sselected,i ∈ {0, 1} is a binary value that indicates whether the ith sensitizing sequence is
selected and ci is a weight for this sequence normally set to ci = 1. The first statement ensures
that the amount of selected Ss is minimized, while the second statement ensures that every defect
strength is covered by at least one sensitizing sequence. To illustrate, Table 6 shows that 0r0 needs
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Table 6. Example to Illustrate the ILP Problem

and its Solution

S ∑p
i=1 ai, j1 2 . . . i . . . p

0r0 1r1 0w0 0w1 1w0 1w1

Defect 1

1 1 Ω 1 0 0 1 1 0 3
2 10 Ω 1 0 0 1 1 0 3
3 100 Ω 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

j − 1 1 MΩ 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
j 10 MΩ 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
j + 1 100 MΩ 0 1 0 0 0 1 2

Defect 2

j + 2 1 Ω 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
j + 3 10 Ω 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
j + 4 100 Ω 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

q − 2 1 MΩ 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
q − 1 10 MΩ 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
q 100 MΩ 0 0 1 1 0 1 3

Sselected 1 1 1 0 1 0

to be included in the test, as this is the only S to sensitize a fault for defect strength j = 3. Therefore,
Sselected, 1 = 1. The same applies for S = 1r1 and S = 1w0. To sensitize defect strength q − 1, both
S = 0w0 and S = 0w1 can be selected. To minimize the test length, only one of them is selected, in
this case S = 0w0. Therefore, all defects can be detected by including all Sselected, i = 1.

We applied MathWorks’s MATLAB R2019b [49] to solve this problem for the EtD faults. The
solver finds the set SEt D,int/cont ∈ {1r1, 1w0r0, 1r1w0} that sensitizes all EtD faults. Since all faults
are EtD, they can be detected by performing a read operation after the sensitization if the last
operation is not an incorrect read operation already. For example, S = 1r1w0 can be detected by
adding a r0 operation, while S = 1w0r0 sensitizes and detects the faults. All EtD faults sensitized
by interconnect and contact defects can be detected by the following march algorithm:

March-EtD, int/cont = {� (w1) ; � (r1,w0, r0)}.
Here, all operations between two parentheses form one march element. The operations of a march
element are applied directly after each other to a cell before moving to the next address. � indi-
cates addressing in any order. The test time for this algorithm is 2Nw + 2Nr , where Nw and Nr

denote the time to write and read, respectively, the complete address space once. It can be seen
that the algorithm is minimized in number of operations, as 1r1 can be included in 1r1w0, and then
only 1w0r0 needs to be added. We developed this algorithm manually, but it is possible to do this
automatically as well if the set of required Ss grows larger [4].

From the above, it follows that solving the problem in Equation (6) leads to minimal set of
sensitizing sequences that sensitize all EtD faults. Further, it is possible to reformulate the problem
in order to optimize the set of sensitizing sequences for different goals. For example, in Equation (6),
it is assumed that Nw = Nr as is reported in [47], i.e., writing takes as much time as reading.
However, there exist also RRAM designs where Nw � Nr , as reported in [67]. For the latter design,
the test time can be optimized by favouring the operation that is shorter by changing the weights ci

of sensitizing sequences that contain more of the faster operations. To illustrate, when Nw = 2 ·Nr ,
cw = 2 ·cr as well. Hence, when solving the problem in Equation (6), it becomes harder to minimize
the first sum when a write operation is selected and thus read operations are favored.

9.1.2 Test for EtD and Strong HtD Faults. To detect all faults in the RRAM, also the sHtD faults
need to be detected by a test. There are two ways to implement such a test: (1) a standalone test
is developed for the sHtD faults only and performed after the EtD test, or (2) a test is generated
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considering both EtD and sHtD faults at the same time. The first option is easier, but results in less
optimized tests, while the second option requires slightly more effort, but results in an optimized
test. For this latter reason, we develop a test for both EtD and sHtD faults at the same time.

We follow a similar approach as was done for the EtD faults. First, we make the binary defect
matrix A, now also including the sensitizing sequences that sensitize sHtD faults. Then, we again
solve the problem in Equation (6). This results in the following set of sensitizing sequences that
will sensitize all EtD and sHtD faults: SEt D−sHt D,int/cont ∈ {1w0, 1r1, 0w0w0w0, 1r1w0r0}. The
EtD faults can again be detected by performing a read operation after the sensitizing sequence, if
required. However, this does not apply for the sHtD faults. For example, when reading a cell that
suffers from the W0TFL fault by the under-forming defect, a subsequent read operation will result
in ‘0’, thus hiding the faulty state of the cell. Therefore, DfT is required to detect these faults.

Hamdioui et al. have presented a DfT scheme for RRAMs that modifies the write operations in
order to detect cells in the ‘U’ state [27]. The paper proposes to shorten the duration of the write
operation, or to decrease the write voltage. These weak write operations are denoted as ŵ. The
idea behind the ŵ operations is that defect-free cells will be able to switch to the desired state,
but that defective cells do not have enough time or driving voltage to switch and thus will remain
in a wrong state. As an illustration, consider the W0TFL fault. It can be sensitized and detected
by the following sequence: � (w0, ŵ1, r1). The ŵ1 operation is unable to switch the defective cell
to ‘1’ and the cell remains in ‘L’ or ‘0’, while a defect-free cell can be switched to ‘1’. Hence, the
subsequent r1 will output ‘1’ for a defect-free cell and ‘0’ for a defective cell.

The ŵ operations can also be included in a march algorithm. To do that, we analyze the faults
that are sensitized by the set SEt D−sHt D,int/cont . For example, S = 1w0 sensitizes W0TF1 EtD
faults as well as the sHtD faults W0TFU and W0TFL. The sHtD faults can be detected by replacing
the regular write operation w by ŵ and performing a subsequent read operation. A similar argu-
mentation applies for the remaining sensitizing sequences in SEt D−sH t D,int/cont . This leads to the
following march algorithm that detects the EtD and sHtD faults with a test itme of 8Nw + 5Nr :

March-EtD-sHtD, int/cont = {� (w1) ; � (r1, ŵ0, r0) ; � (w0,w0,w0, ŵ1) ; � (r1,w0, r0, ŵ1, r1)}.

9.2 Forming Defect

For the forming defect test development, we follow the same procedure as for the interconnect
and contact defects test development. First, we present a test for only the EtD faults. Second, we
present a test for both the EtD and sHtD faults.

9.2.1 Test for EtD Faults. For this test, we again solve the ILP problem stated in Equation (6) for
the under-forming and over-forming defect model in Table 5. It follows that the set SEt D,f orminд ∈
{1r1, 0w1w0r0} is able to sensitize and detect all EtD forming faults. These two can be included in
a march algorithm in the following way with a test time of 3Nw + 2Nr :

March-EtD, forming = {� (w1, r1) ; � (w1,w0, r0)}.

9.2.2 Test for EtD and Strong HtD Faults. The test development procedure for the EtD and sHtD
faults sensitized by forming defects is similar to that of the faults sensitized by interconnection and
contact defects. From Table 5 it follows that almost any S is able to sensitize all FCs for the forming
defects. For example, the set SEt D−sHt D,f orminд ∈ {1r1, 1w1, 0w1, 0w1w0} is able to sensitize all
forming defect FCs. For their detection, we again make use of the weak write DfT from [27]. After
the weak write operation, a read operation needs to be performed in order to detect the defective
cell. This results in the following march algorithm with a test time of 4Nw + 2Nr :

March-EtD-sHtd, forming = {� (w0,w1, ŵ0) ; � (r0) ; � (ŵ1, r1)}.
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10 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This paper presented a complete framework for defect and fault modeling, and test development
in RRAMs. We can observe the following:

• Realistic defect and fault models: We have shown that inaccurate defect modeling leads
to the sensitization of non-realistic faults that result in yield loss, as shown in Figure 2. Fur-
thermore, because the defect is not modeled properly, defective chips will not be detected
by the test, i.e., it leads to test escapes. We have shown that the usage of the DAT approach
to model defects in RRAM devices results in accurate and realistic defect models. Hence, the
faults that are validated using these defect models will be realistic as well, and thus improve
test quality.
• Applicability to other RRAM technologies: The approach is also applicable to multi-

level RRAM. For this, the FP notation should be extended so that all valid levels in the RRAM
can be included, e.g., in the case of 2 bits per cell, by extending the S and F notation to contain
the two additional states, and possible intermediate new ‘U’ states (see Figure 8). Then, the
same approach can be followed to perform fault analysis and subsequent test development.

Based on the observations in this paper, we discuss the following about the future of RRAM test:

• Modeling of other RRAM defects: We have shown how the DAT approach can be used
to model forming defects in RRAM. In Section 4, we presented a list of RRAM defects for
which no suitable defect model is available today. Furthermore, it is expected that with fur-
ther downscaling of RRAM technology new defects and faults will emerge, e.g., the HtD
intermittent undefined state fault [16], or the effects of crystalline variations become more
pronounced [31, 36]. Because these types of defects may only subtly affect the performance
of the RRAM device and cannot be modeled using linear resistors, the DAT approach must
be applied to model them and develop suitable tests.
• Test solutions: This work showed that many of the HtD faults that can occur in an RRAM

are related to the analog nature of the RRAM device, where it stores a ‘L’, ‘U’, or ‘H’ value.
We have shown that these values cannot be guaranteed to be detected by regular march
operations alone, hence DfT schemes are required, e.g., the scheme in [27]. Future tests
for RRAM should focus on efficiently and reliably detecting these faulty states, even in the
presence of severe cycle-to-cycle variations. These variations make the test development
more difficult, because they add randomness to the values that are stored in the cell.
• Reliability: RRAM devices have a limited cycle endurance. Devices that reach this limit

typically show a reduced HRS/LRS window [63], meaning that some cells switch into the
‘U’ range. These cells need to be detected during the life time of the chip by some kind of
built-in-self-test that reuses (parts of) the tests and DfT schemes that were developed for
production testing. Future work should focus on developing tests for both fields.

11 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a complete framework for defect and fault modeling, and test
generation in RRAMs. We have presented an overview of all RRAM defects and classified them.
We also have presented systematic approaches to define and validate the fault space. Then, we
applied these approaches to validate the fault space for interconnection and contact defects that
were modeled using traditional linear resistor defect modeling, and we applied it to RRAM unique
forming defects that were modeled using the DAT approach as well. By comparing the results of
these two defect models, it becomes clear that the traditional linear resistor models are unable
to describe forming defects properly. Hence, a test based on the traditional models will lead to
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test escapes. Next, we presented a test generation approach that is used to develop tests that can
detect all validated faults for both defect modeling approaches in an efficient manner. Finally, we
presented an outlook on the future of RRAM testing.
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